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The Protective Groom: Billionaire
Marriage Brokers

Noah Baker is about to meet the toughest woman in Texasâ€”right before he marries her.Harley
Wilson, of the Texas Wilsons, is being stalked by an unscrupulous creeper who is intent on doing
her harm. In order to protect herself, Harley asks Pamela Jones to find her a groom. She needs
someone who can hold his own in a firefight and happily sign annulment papers when this
nightmare is over. Noah Baker thinks heâ€™s hit the jackpot as a Billionaire Marriage Brokersâ€™
groom. The position is the perfect opportunity to move forward and put the past behind him once
and for all. However, Noah must dig into his training as a police officer and doing so brings up
demons he buried two years ago when he left the force.Time runs short for Noah as his list of
suspects grows to include an almost fiancÃ©, a twisted cousin, and Harleyâ€™s step-brother. With
Harleyâ€™s father breathing down his neck, Noah finds himself falling for Harley in a way that
makes this assignment as personal asâ€”well, marriage.
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This is such a fun series! I like how they all have a similar theme, and yet are unique and can stand
on their own. I actually missed book four, so I need to go back and read that one now.Harley has a

stalker that's getting more aggressive, to help protect her they decide she should get married.
Hoping this will have the stalker give up, they go through the Billionaire Marriage Brokers where
she's matched with ex-cop Noah Baker. Noah and Harley were a cute couple, great chemistry and
had a fun story. I would have liked to been around for more of their "get to know you" conversations,
but the interactions they do have are fun. I think the stalker aspect could have been played up a little
more, I never felt a lot of suspense or felt a real threat. Overall, a fun read and one I'd
recommend.ContentRomance: Clean, mild kissingLanguage: NoneViolence: MildReligious: Mild, not
preachySeries: Book four, but can stand on its own

I have read all of the Billionaire Marriage Brokers books. I have really enjoyed the others and was
looking forward to this book since it was a little different because it was a groom instead of a bride.
This one also had a bit of a mystery to it. I loved seeing more of Paige from a previous book in this
story. The main characters had chemistry and it was believable chemistry. I loved that while there
was fireworks between the two the book stayed clean. It was an enjoyable read and I hope there are
more to come.

I really loved this book! The plot was quite intriguing to say the least, and while I felt a little clueless
about the whole billionaire marriage brokers, it all came together so well. It definitely makes you
want to read the other books in this series! I loved the similes and metaphors the author used when
writing from a southern perspective. I also enjoyed the protagonists sense of humor and confidence.
Many swoon-worthy moments!

I absolutely love this series and haven't read anything from Lucy McConnell that I haven't loved.
From snow valley to these billionaire books. Yes, they are slightly predictable as most romantic
comedies are, but that is why I love these chi-lit books. The best part is the books are clean but still
send shivers of excitement when the two characters meet up. I would recommend these books to
anyone looking for a fun, lighthearted book to read. My only complaint is now that there are five
billionaire marriage books, I fear the series is over.

It's interesting how a story can draw me right in from the first page and keep a smile on my face until
the end. I love a marriage of convenience and this one has a lot of swoony chemistry as an added
bonus. Harley is from a very well-know and wealthy family. When a stalker threatens her, it's
decided that a round-the-clock bodyguard can best protect her and Noah is hired to marry and

protect her.For all her fame and fortune, Harley is genuine and sweet. She has a spunky streak, as
Noah learns from the start, which gives the story a little spice. These characters become very
comfortable and let their guards down with the reader, which allows for some vulnerability and I love
that. Noah is amazingly human in all aspects of his life and that really drew me in even more.I love
the chemistry and passion that arises from this couple's interactions. I would have loved to see the
characters developed even more, but I was completely satisfied. The element of mystery and
suspense really added to the story and I loved the twists that kept me guessing and engaged to the
very end.Content: mild, swoony romance; very mild violence. Clean!*I received a copy in exchange
for an honest review*

I fell in love with the Billionaire Marriage Brokers immediately and this one sticks right with the
theme. Hard paced, adventurous, and heart clinching. With this being the first male to be married off
I was a little leery about how it would go, but with the background info given, it flows well and leaves
you hating to put it down for even a second.Noah needs something to help him get past the incident
that causes him nightmares and the reason he left the police force. After seeing his sister through
the marriage deal, he decides to sign up. His first marriage is something he never wanted to do,
basically be a bodyguard. But he immediately finds him self being protective of his bride to be and
agrees to the marriage. Knowing he will do anything to protect his bride.After several flower
arrangements and surprising gifts have been left/sent to her, Harley is scared that some guy is out
to harm her. But her father and mother decide that using the Marriage Brokers is the best way to
flush out the person doing this and find protection for her at the same time. She isn't anywhere near
happy about this, but finds herself attracted to Noah Baker as soon as she sees him waiting for her
at the end of the isle.After a few surprising events, they finally find who they believe is the person
responsible, now it's time for them to fight for themselves...but there are more surprises waiting for
them.

I don't know where the author lives, but it sure isn't Texas. Texans, especially wealthy ones,
wouldn't be caught dead saying things like:Makes as much sense as a roast on Sunday."Y'all are
crazy as a bullbat." (what does this even mean?)John exchanged a grimace full of turnips and
castor oil with Julia. ??Robert was as smart as a hooty owl...She'd thought her dad was goin' to
clean her plow..And both siblings and their father packed guns to a fancy dress ball. Cliche much?In
fact, I've never heard anyone in Texas say any of these things and I lived there for years. These
supposed local - grated so much that I didn't even finish the book. It's too bad, because I read two

others in this series and loved them.I think there's a good story in here, and if you're not bothered by
the "Texas" speech that really isn't, there's a good chance you'll like it. It just didn't work for me.
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